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The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation Nov 05 2022 The bestselling workbook and grammar guide, revised
and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of reproducible quizzes, and pre- and
post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and
more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and fun. This updated
12th edition reflects the latest updates to English usage and grammar, and includes answers to all reproducible
quizzes to facilitate self-assessment and learning. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, offering "just
the facts" on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest rules, along with even more
quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the
US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and
usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
If You Had Controlling Parents May 19 2021 "Dan Neuharth's book demystifies much within our pasts that can hurt
our intimate relationships in ways we may not even realize. If You Had Controlling Parents helps spark
understanding and acceptance across generations." — John Gray, Ph.D., author of Men Are from Mars, Women Are
from Venus Do you sometimes feel as if you are living your life to please others? Do you give other people the
benefit of the doubt but second-guess yourself? Do you struggle with perfectionism, anxiety, lack of confidence,
emotional emptiness, or eating disorders? In your intimate relationships, have you found it difficult to get close
without losing your sense of self? If so, you may be among the fifteen million adults in the United States who were
raised with unhealthy parental control. In this groundbreaking bestseller by accomplished family therapist Dan
Neuharth, Ph.D., you'll discover whether your parents controlled eating, appearance, speech, decisions, feelings,
social life, and other aspects of your childhood—and whether that control may underlie problems you still struggle
with in adulthood. Packed with inspiring case studies and dozens of practical suggestions, this book shows you how
to leave home emotionally so you can improve assertiveness, boundaries, and confidence, quiet you "inner critics,"
and bring more balance to your moods and relationships. Offering compassion, not blame, Dr. Neuharth helps you
make peace with your past and avoid overcontrolling your children and other loved ones.
L?na?i Ranch Aug 10 2020

You Had Me at Jaguar Aug 02 2022 "[T]hrilling from start to finish."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Jaguar Pride
They're not the only ones on the prowl...but they're the most dangerous... The United Shifter Force gives jaguar
agent Howard Armstrong an impossible task—to protect fierce she-jaguar Valerie Chambers, when the last thing she
wants is protecting. They're going international to take down a killer and he can guard Valerie all day long. But
guard his heart? He doesn't stand a chance. Heart of the Shifter Series: You Had Me at Jaguar (Book 1) Praise for
Terry Spear's shifters: "Fantastic! Again Terry Spear weaves her magic."—Fresh Fiction for Jaguar Pride "Sensual,
intense...Terry Spear captivates."—The Reading Café
How to be a Parent Aug 29 2019 This is a parenting book for people who don't buy parenting books With straighttalking advice from renowned Psychotherapist Philippa Perry, How to be a Parent is the definitive guide for any
parent looking to navigate their past, avoid repeating mistakes, and ensure they don't land their own kids in therapy.
Through the combination of case studies, and therapeutic insight gained from over 20 years of working directly with
clients, Perry tackles the wider issues of what it actually means to be a parent, rather than getting bogged down in
the little details. This isn't a book about meeting developmental milestones, training your child to have enviable
manners, or how to get the much idealised 'perfect' family, it's about creating functional relationships with your
children so that they grow up feeling secure, knowing who they are and what they want - giving both them and you a
shot at real happiness. Full of refreshing, sage and sane advice on the bigger picture of parenthood, How to be a
Parent is the only book you'll ever really need to ensure you don't mess your kids up.
What If You Had Animal Eyes? Oct 24 2021 What if you woke up one morning and your eyes weren't yours?
What If You Had Animal Eyes? -- the next imaginative book in the What If You Had series -- explores what would
happen if you looked in the mirror and saw a pair of animal eyes instead of your own! From the chameleon's eyes
that can point in different directions, to the colossal squid's eyes that shine in the dark, discover what it would be like
if you had these special eyes -- and find out why your eyes are just the right ones for you!
If You Had a Jetpack Mar 29 2022 A fun and creative answer to the question "what would YOU do if you had a
jetpack?" perfect for fans of Boy and Bot and How to Train a Train. Having a jetpack is fun--if you know what to do
with one. If you had a jetpack, you could: • Teach your brother how to build one too. • Demonstrate its usefulness at
Show and Share Time at school. • Give your principal a ride home. • Fly south to visit your nana. • Visit the
astronauts on the space station and help with anything that needed fixing. Join one inventive little rabbit as he and
his brother put their new jetpack to good use! "An energetic, crowd-pleasing read-aloud that can be revisited again
and again."--SLJ "This vivid picture book will leave kids longing for jetpacks, while taking off on their own flights
of fancy."--Booklist
You've Got a Book in You Sep 03 2022 Writing a book is fun and easy--yes, FUN AND EASY--but it may not
always feel that way. How do you find the time to write? How do you keep momentum? How do you deal with the
horror of showing anyone a single sentence of your work-in-progress? The answers remain fun and easy, and author
Elizabeth Sims will take your hand, dispel your worries, and show you how it's done in this stress-free guide to
accomplishing your dream of writing your book. In You've Got a Book in You, Elizabeth is that encouraging voice
guiding you through the entire process, from finding the right time and place to gathering all of your creative tools to
diving right in and getting it done--page by page, step by step. It's easier than you think, and it all starts right here,
right now. "This guide is witty, warm, and wise--and wonderfully down-to-earth as well. Elizabeth Sims doesn't just
tell you that you've got a book in you, she shows you how to pour it out using your own creative spirit, common
sense, and persistence." ~Lori L. Lake, author of The Gun Series and The Public Eye Mystery Series "If you're
searching for the spark of inspiration to get started writing a book, and the nourishment to sustain you to THE END,
Elizabeth Sims's You've Got a Book in You will show you how to find it in yourself." ~Hallie Ephron, awardwinning author of There Was an Old Woman "You won't find an easier-to-follow or more inspirational writing
guide." ~L.J. Sellers, author of the bestselling Jackson mysteries "By focusing the high beams of her intelligence
(and humor!) on the twisty trail of book-writing, in You've Got a Book in You, Elizabeth Sims proves herself a true
writer's friend. As she guides you from the creation of a "working title" through her (brilliant!) "Making-It-Better
Process," this well-established pro plays her most impressive cards--stacking the deck in favor of YOU!" ~Jamie
Morris, Director, Woodstream Writers "Elizabeth Sims packs a twelve-week writing course into 280 pages.
Inspirational and yet extremely hands-on, You've Got a Book In You will give newbies confidence to forge ahead
and will remind veteran writers why they began writing in the first place--for the joy of it. I won't be surprised when
the brilliant terms 'stormwriting' and 'heartbrain' become part of every writer's lexicon." ~Julie Compton, author of
Tell No Lies and Keep No Secrets "The book is encouraging and inspiring, practical and witty. As a seasoned writer,
I appreciate the reminders about the importance of putting yourself on a writing schedule. No more excuses. The
many 'writing blasts' are very helpful and will get any writer out of the starting blocks. I especially enjoyed the
section, 'Writing with the Masters.' What better way to get inspired, get a feel for different styles, and get jumpstarted on your writing? Excellent advice that I plan to incorporate in my future classes. I concur with Sims that
'writer's block' is greatly exaggerated. Is there any other profession that claims such a phenomenon? 'Excuse, me, but

I have 'book-keeping block,' 'playing music block,' or 'painting block' today? I don't think so. Get yourself on a
schedule, read some Sims, write with the masters, and you'll be on your way. You'll be glad you met this friend on
your journey to becoming a successful writer." ~Gesa Kirsch, Ph.D., Professor of English, Director of Valente
Center for the Arts and Sciences, Bentley University
“David, Did You Know?” Jan 15 2021 “David, Did You Know?” by David Edward Keesey David Edward Keesey
acknowledged God’s presence early in his life, having received Jesus Christ in his life as his Lord and Savior at the
age of twelve. At a later age, he learned of the significance of the Power of the Holy Spirit, His guidance, and His
direction when surrendering David’s will to His. Join David on his spiritual journey in “David, Did You Know?”
What If You Had Animal Feet? Jul 01 2022 If you could have any animal's feet, whose would you choose? WHAT
IF YOU HAD ANIMAL FEET? is the next book in the successful WHAT IF series by Sandra Markle, illustrated by
Howard McWilliam, following the very popular WHAT IF YOU HAD ANIMAL TEETH? and WHAT YOU IF
HAD ANIMAL HAIR? This latest edition will teach kids about the amazing variety of feet in the animal kingdom
and their specialty functions! From cheetahs' fast feet to mountain goats' nimble climbing hooves, to flies' sticky
feet! Each animal profile will include a photo as well as illustrations of kids with animal feet that are sure to make
kids laugh!
What If You Had Animal Scales!? Oct 31 2019 If you could have any animal's coat, whose would you choose? What
if you woke up one morning and discovered your body was covered in an animal's scales, feathers, or fur instead of
your own skin? How would that change your life? What If You Had Animal Scales!? is the next imaginative book in
Sandra Markle's popular What If You Had series. If you had a chinchilla's fur, you'd never need to worry about bug
spray. If you had a hammerhead shark's scales, you'd be the fastest swimmer on the team! And if you had a
honeybee's coat, you'd always bring home the biggest haul on Halloween. Discover what your life would be like if
you had these special coats -- and find out why your skin is just right for you!
Supreme Court of the State of New York Appellate Division First Department Dec 14 2020
What Did You Get from Christmas Jun 07 2020 “Don Easterling is a great coach, but he is also an outstanding
speaker for any occasion - if you haven’t heard him you should - he is terrific!” - Jim Valvano “Don Easterling is not
only one of the greatest swim coaches ever, he is one of the finest storytellers and writers I have ever known. He is a
national treasure, a man of superb wit, spirit and charm. He is motivator par excellence, my mentor and dearest
friend who has enriched my life and that of so many others. These stories are a must read for all who treasure the
values and lessons of life that we all cherish.” - Mark Bernardino, Head Swim Coach University of Virginia “As his
athlete, fellow coach and friend, I have been clearly inspired by Coach Easterling’s passion for story telling and his
gift of finding the words to motivate us all.” - Beth Harrell, Head Swimming Coach North Florida University “I
remember vividly receiving my first Christmas Story in 1990. It came none too soon. Christmas training of my
freshman year in college was tough and a heart warming, inspirational and entertaining story was certainly
welcomed. Your Christmas stories have delighted for decades. In the busy world we live in: They remind us that
reflection inspires & heals; They teach us to find joy in the little things; They truly remind us how to get in the
Christmas spirit. The art of story telling is one of many arts that you have mastered. Nothing gets us in the spirit like
your stories. They are timeless and will be enjoyed by many for generations to come.”- David Fox, Goldman Sachs,
Olympic Gold Medalist “As Coach Don tells his story you follow along with your own story because he has taken
you back to a time forgotten until the echoes come flooding back. When the story is read and I have a couple of
laughs and wipe away the tears, I carefully fold the story back up and place it safely back in its’ envelope and I take
a moment to say, “Thanks Coach”.” - Doug Russell, 2-time Olympic Gold Medalist
Official Transcript of Proceedings Jul 29 2019
You Had Me at Goodbye Apr 29 2022 I'll just hold my breath, fancy pants ... Oh no. This is so not happening. Her
whole life Kat Taylor has been reaching for the brass ring and coming away with nothing but sore knuckles. Not this
time. Her flighty Aunt Lila gave her a charming house on Martha's Vineyard for the summer, and now some
arrogant, amused, and, okay, surprisingly hunky, British author named Lawrence Kendall says he has a claim to the
same cottage! If he thinks that just because he's suave and good-looking and ... and ... has that hairy chest and great
accent that he can woo her into leaving, well, he can die trying.
You Had Me at Hockey Mar 05 2020 Can a spirited, down-to-earth influencer get an uptight hockey player out of
his shell? Josh I am a warrior. That’s been my motto since I recovered from a near-death accident when I was
younger. Now I enjoy my nice, settled life in Dallas playing pro hockey—a boring life is better than being dead. I’m
not a party guy or an adventurer; I like my routine and peace and quiet. So being traded to New York is the worst
possible change that could happen. And meeting unfiltered and fascinating Sara Carrington throws my life into even
more chaos. Sara I’ve been considered weird my whole life, which is why I’m still a virgin, but I’ve turned it into a
career with my YouTube videos. Who knew people would love watching me talk about my zits, taste-test meatless
burgers, and try to learn TikTok dances! Now I’m launching a podcast. Getting hockey star Josh Heller as a guest
will help gain listeners for sure. I expect a bearded jock with no teeth and nothing to say, but I get a hot as H-E-

double-hockey-sticks grouch with a surprisingly dirty mind. My mission to make him laugh is successful, but I want
to know why he’s so uptight underneath that panty-dropping smile. Maybe I can teach Josh to have some fun . . . and
maybe he can teach me a thing or two along the way. . . . USA Today bestselling author Kelly Jamieson’s epic Bears
Hockey series can be read together or separately: MUST LOVE DOGS . . . AND HOCKEY YOU HAD ME AT
HOCKEY Don’t miss any of Kelly’s captivating reads: The Wynn Hockey series: PLAY TO WIN • IN IT TO WIN
IT • WIN BIG • FOR THE WIN The Aces Hockey series: MAJOR MISCONDUCT • OFF LIMITS • ICING • TOP
SHELF • BACK CHECK • SLAP SHOT • PLAYING HURT • BIG STICK • GAME ON The Bayard Hockey
series: SHUT OUT • CROSS CHECK The Last Shot series: BODY SHOT • HOT SHOT • LONG SHOT The
standalone novel: DANCING IN THE RAIN
So you think you've had a bad day Dec 26 2021 The title of this book is taken from one of the hilarious stories in
the book. All of the stories are written about events that have happened to me and others. The clogged drain story is
about a secretary who was constipated and took a laxative, then went to work not feeling well. When she sits down
on the great white throne, it practically explodes under her. The skunk story will make you wish you had a pet skunk
that doesn't stink. My uncle's mule story is so unique and funny you might fall off your chair. Each one is unique and
was chosen because it was extra funny or was in some way exciting or otherwise interesting. The Alzheimer's story
really gives you food for thought. There are no everyday, run-of-the-mill experiences. Every one of them will either
make you laugh, make you cry, or give you something interesting to contemplate. You'll enjoy the shoplifting story.
It makes you ask, "Are there really people like that?" Yes, there really are! To avoid confusion about the name
Lauren, let me explain. My mother named my older brother, Lauren, after her older brother, Lauren, Jesse's brother.
Then I named my middle son, Lauren, after my older brother, Lauren. Therefore, there are three generations of
Laurens mentioned in this book. Hope you don't get too confused.
Now That You've Had a Home Inspection Aug 22 2021
Forget You Had a Daughter - Doing Time in the Bangkok Hilton Jan 27 2022 Sandra Gregory seemed to have
the perfect life in Bangkok - until illness, unemployment and political unrest turned it into a nightmare. Desperate to
get home by any means possible, she agreed to smuggle an addict's personal supply of heroin. She didn't even make
it onto the plane.In this remarkably candid memoir, Sandra Gregory tells the full story of the events leading up to her
arrest, the horrific conditions in Lard Yao prison, her trial in a language she didn't understand and how it feels to be
sentenced to death.Sandra finally resumed her journey home some four and a half years later, when she was
transferred to the British prison system and had to adapt to a new, yet equally harsh, regime. Following relentless
campaigning by her parents - who refused to forget they had a daughter - she was pardoned by the King of Thailand
and released in 2000.Forget You Had a Daughter is the extraordinary story of an ordinary British woman who made
a mistake that changed the rest of her life.
New York Superior Court, General Term Feb 02 2020
You Gotta Have Balls Feb 13 2021 A Brooklyn kid hustles his way to the top of a sports marketing and memorabilia
empire Brandon Steiner went from a kid who sat in the nosebleed seats at Yankee and Shea Stadiums to CEO of
Steiner Sports Marketing Inc., one of the largest sports marketing and memorabilia companies in the United States,
with an inventory of more than 10,000 collectibles. You Gotta Have Balls details Steiner's multiple entrepreneurial
adventures, where he has both learned and taught others his fair share of "rules." Along the way, he developed some
of the most innovative approaches to business—methods that many of today's companies would be wise to observe
and employ themselves. You Gotta Have Balls follows Steiner on his pathway to success by demonstrating the
business philosophies that allowed him to become the powerful magnate that he is. These ideals include: First to
market is everything Ask "What Else?" when working with clients to enhance relationships and elicit more business
Don't expand just for the sake of expanding; do it in areas and industries where your passion lies How to train
employees while they're in the minor leagues to prepare them for the majors Learn to clearly identify ways to help
others rather than sell to them, to align employees and partners with their strengths, and to discover a path where
you're most likely to succeed.
Proceedings of the Annual Convention Apr 05 2020
The Gangbuster - To Catch a Gangster, You Have to Live Like One Sep 10 2020 ‘Four million quid. There it
was, inches away from me on a hotel table. Not in conventional currency, but in the world’s deadliest commodity.
Heroin.’ As part of Scotland Yard’s undercover team, it was Peter Bleksley’s job to infiltrate some of the capital’s
most dangerous gangs and bring them down. For ten years, he went deeper into the criminal underworld than any
cop had before him. Meeting with dealers, gangland leaders and members of the IRA and the Mafia, he lived the life
of the Great Pretender, constantly changing his identity to ensure his cover was never blown. Whilst undeniably
thrilling work at times, it came at a heavy price. The more successful he was at bringing criminals to justice, the
longer the list of those who wanted revenge became. Even now, Peter looks over his shoulder in case someone
should wish to act on an old threat. In The Gangbuster, Bleksley draws us into the world of drugs, violence and
covert operations he inhabited for so long in the pursuit of justice. Now a renowned policing and crime expert seen

on the BBC and as the Chief on Channel 4’s Hunted, Peter Bleksley reputation still precedes him the world over.
What If You Had Animal Hair? Oct 04 2022 If you could have any animal's hair, whose would you choose? If you
had a polar bear's double coat, you would never have to wear a hat when playing in the snow. If you had reindeer
hair, it could help you stay afloat in water. And if you had a porcupine's hair, no bully would ever bother you again!
WHAT IF YOU HAD ANIMAL HAIR? is a follow-up to the adorable WHAT IF YOU HAD ANIMAL TEETH?
Each spread will feature a photographic image of the animal and its hair on the left and an illustration of a child with
that animal's hair on the right. As in ANIMAL TEETH, the illustrations will be humorous and will accompany
informative text.
You Had Me at Hola Jul 21 2021 National Bestseller "I could not get enough of Jasmine and Ashton! I adored
Jasmine--her ambition, her confidence, her attacks of self-doubt, and especially her hilarious, snarky, and loving
cousins. She and Ashton have such a steamy, swoony, love story that I didn't want the book to end!"--Jasmine
Guillory, New York Times bestselling author RITA® Award Winning author Alexis Daria brings readers an
unforgettable, hilarious rom-com set in the drama-filled world of telenovelas—perfect for fans of Jane the Virgin
and The Kiss Quotient. You Had Me at Hola is a New York Times Editor's Choice Pick, an O Magazine Best
Romance Pick and on many more Best Of lists! Leading Ladies do not end up on tabloid covers. After a messy
public breakup, soap opera darling Jasmine Lin Rodriguez finds her face splashed across the tabloids. When she
returns to her hometown of New York City to film the starring role in a bilingual romantic comedy for the number
one streaming service in the country, Jasmine figures her new “Leading Lady Plan” should be easy enough to
follow—until a casting shake-up pairs her with telenovela hunk Ashton Suárez. Leading Ladies don’t need a man to
be happy. After his last telenovela character was killed off, Ashton is worried his career is dead as well. Joining this
new cast as a last-minute addition will give him the chance to show off his acting chops to American audiences and
ping the radar of Hollywood casting agents. To make it work, he’ll need to generate smoking-hot on-screen
chemistry with Jasmine. Easier said than done, especially when a disastrous first impression smothers the embers of
whatever sexual heat they might have had. Leading Ladies do not rebound with their new costars. With their careers
on the line, Jasmine and Ashton agree to rehearse in private. But rehearsal leads to kissing, and kissing leads to a
behind-the-scenes romance worthy of a soap opera. While their on-screen performance improves, the media
spotlight on Jasmine soon threatens to destroy her new image and expose Ashton’s most closely guarded secret.
What If You Had Animal Ears? May 07 2020 What if you woke up one morning and your ears weren't yours?
What If You Had Animal Ears explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw an animal's ears
instead of your own! The next imaginative book in the What If You Had series, explores incredible ears from the
animal kingdom. From the elephant's tremendous ears to the jack rabbit's mood ears, discover what it would be like
if you had these special ears--and find out why your ears are just the right ones for you!
What If You Had Animal Eyes? Nov 24 2021 What if you woke up one morning and your eyes weren't yours?
What If You Had Animal Eyes?--the next imaginative book in the What If You Had series--explores what would
happen if you looked in the mirror and saw an pair of animal eyes instead of your own! From the chameleon's eyes
that can point in different directions, to the colossal squid's eyes that shine in the dark, discover what it would be like
if you had these special eyes--and find out why your eyes are just the right ones for you!
What If You Had T. Rex Teeth?: And Other Dinosaur Parts Oct 12 2020 If you could have any dinosaur body
part, which would you choose? What if you woke up one morning and you had sprouted a dinosaur body part
overnight? What If You Had T. rex Teeth? -- the next imaginative book in the What If You Had series -- explores
what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw that you had become part dino! From a Velociraptor's sharp
sickle-tipped toes to a T. rex's giant curved teeth, and from the body armor of an Ankylosaurus to the long neck of a
Brachiosaurus -- discover what it would be like if you had one of these wild dinosaur parts! Readers will also learn
what makes a dinosaur a dinosaur and why they aren't still around today.
A Study of the Personality of Alcoholic Males ... Jan 03 2020
What If You Had An Animal Nose? May 31 2022 If you could have any animal's nose, whose would you choose?
What If You Had Animal Teeth? Feb 25 2022 If you could have any animal's front teeth, whose would you
choose? WHAT IF YOU HAD ANIMAL TEETH? takes children on a fun, informative, and imaginative journey as
they explore what it would be like if their own front teeth were replaced by those of a different animal. Featuring a
dozen animals (beaver, great white shark, narwhal, elephant, rattlesnake, naked mole rat, hippopotamus, crocodile,
and more), this book explores how different teeth are especially adapted for an animal's survival. At the end of the
book, children will discover why their own teeth are just right for them. And they'll also get a friendly reminder to
take good care of their teeth, because they're the only teeth they'll ever have. Each spread features a photograph of
the animal using its specialized teeth on the left and a humorous illustrated image of a child using that animal's teeth
on the right.
You've Got A Friend Mar 17 2021 The fantastic follow-up to Time After Time and Stand By Me Families are so
complicated! Molly’s dad seems so lonely. He lives on his own, he won’t get a pet, he doesn’t get on with his

brother ... Best friends Molly and Beth suspect his problems lie in his past, but what can two thirteen-year-olds do
about that? Well, when they have a time-travelling door, maybe they CAN do something. The girls go back to 1975
hoping to right some wrongs – if they can navigate 1970s cars, food and boybands – and if the colourful fashions
don’t blind them first! A heart-warming story of sticking with your friends and hanging on to your dreams!
Scope of Soviet Activity in the United States Jun 27 2019
If I Can't Have You, No One Can Nov 12 2020 Lady Killer Richard Namey, 26, drug abuser and woman-beater, had
already threatened a previous girlfriend with a gun, but she'd gotten away. Sarah Rodriquez, 21, wasn't so lucky. On
April 16, 2002, in Orange County, California, she and her true love, Matt Corbett, 20, were forced off the road by
Namey, who shot them both at point-blank range with a .357. Sarah was killed. Corbett was paralyzed for life. Real
Hero After a 42-mile chase, Namey was finally cornered in a drainage tunnel by a police dog. He pleaded
manslaughter, claiming he'd really meant to kill himself in front of Sarah. No deal. The man he faced was not your
average deputy district attorney: Dennis Conway had pulled himself out of a wayward life torn by seemingly
insurmountable tragedy and into law school. He knew all about guys like Namey--and exactly where to find the
holes in his story. The verdict: first-degree murder, life sentence. Score one for the good guys. Includes 16 pages of
shocking photos.
You Had Me at Pet-Nat Jul 09 2020 From the publisher of Pipette Magazine, discover a natural wine-soaked
memoir about finding your passion—and falling in love. It was Rachel Signer's dream to be that girl: the one
smoking hand-rolled cigarettes out the windows of her 19th-century Parisian studio apartment, wearing second-hand
Isabel Marant jeans and sipping a glass of Beaujolais redolent of crushed roses with a touch of horse mane. Instead
she was an under-appreciated freelance journalist and waitress in New York City, frustrated at always being broke
and completely miserable in love. When she tastes her first pétillant-naturel (pét-nat for short), a type of natural wine
made with no additives or chemicals, it sets her on a journey of self-discovery, both deeply personal and
professional, that leads her to Paris, Italy, Spain, Georgia, and finally deep into the wilds of South Australia and
which forces her, in the face of her "Wildman," to ask herself the hard question: can she really handle the
unconventional life she claims she wants? Have you ever been sidetracked by something that turned into a career
path? Did you ever think you were looking for a certain kind of romantic partner, but fell in love with someone wild,
passionate and with a completely different life? For Signer, the discovery of natural wine became an introduction to
a larger ethos and philosophy that she had long craved: one rooted in egalitarianism, diversity, organics,
environmental concerns, and ancient traditions. In You Had Me at Pét-Nat, as Signer begins to truly understand
these revolutionary wine producers upending the industry, their deep commitment to making their wine with
integrity and with as little intervention as possible, she is smacked with the realization that unless she faces, head-on,
her own issues with commitment, she will not be able to live a life that is as freewheeling, unpredictable, and
singular as the wine she loves.
You Had a Job for Life Sep 22 2021 Absentee owners. Single-minded concern for the bottom line. Friction between
workers and management. Hostile takeovers at the hands of avaricious and unaccountable multinational interests.
The story of America's industrial decline is all too familiar - and yet, somehow, still hard to fathom. Jamie Sayen
spent years interviewing residents of Groveton, New Hampshire, about the century-long saga of their company
town. The community's paper mill had been its economic engine since the early twentieth century. Purchased and
revived by local owners in the postwar decades, the mill merged with Diamond International in 1968. It fell victim
to Anglo-French financier James Goldsmith's hostile takeover in 1982, then suffered through a series of owners with
no roots in the community until its eventual demise in 2007. Drawing on conversations with scores of former mill
workers, Sayen reconstructs the mill's human history: the smells of pulp and wood, the injuries and deaths, the
struggles of women for equal pay and fair treatment, and the devastating impact of global capitalism on a small New
England town. This is a heartbreaking story of the decimation of industrial America.
15-Minute Parenting the Teenage Years Apr 17 2021 ‘When I tried Joanna’s approach during the first lockdown, I
was both comforted and excited by how such a small change could have such a big impact.’ Dr. Suzanne McClean
Parenting through the teenage years can be challenging and overwhelming. With over twenty years of clinical
practice, psychotherapist and parenting expert Joanna Fortune has devised a simple and proven 15-Minute parenting
model packed with practical, playful and creative communication techniques to strengthen your relationship with
your teenager. Is it really possible to play with your teenager? Well, the answer is yes. Not only is it possible, it is a
crucial to nurturing the surge in growth and brain development in this stage of childhood. Combining neurological
insights into the key stages of adolescence with a road map for playful connection, Joanna shows you how to
navigate your way through the teenage years and adolescent behaviour including how to: Build self-esteem and
confidence Establish a relationship of trust and respect Encourage emotional resilience Deal with mental illness
including anxiety Handle teenage friendships and when they turn toxic Brave conversations about sex, gender and
sexuality Tackle the dark side of social media 15-Minute Parenting The Teenage Years is a vital toolkit that will
enable you to better understand your relationship with your children as they grow and ensure that your parenting is

growing with them. 15-Minute Parenting 0 – 7 Years and 15-Minute Parenting 8 – 12 Years are also available now!
Read what everyone is saying about the 15-Minute Parenting series: As featured in Grazia's 21 of the Best Parenting
Books in 2020 'Joanna's books give you every answer to every question you have as a parent with practical methods
to tackle every obstacle and connect with your child and help them flourish.' Madeleine Shaw ‘Now that we have to
be teachers and coaches as well as parents — and feel guilty and overburdened — it’s the perfect time for
psychotherapist Joanna Fortune’s new book.’ Sunday Independent ‘In an “Age of Anxiety” for parents, Joanna was
able to dispense reassuring advice and practical tips from her 15 Minute Parenting Model for time-pressed parents
who want the very best for their children’s development and well-being.’ Marena Duffy, Chairperson of Cuidiu (the
National Parent to Parent Voluntary support network) Dublin North West 'Makes you reflect on your own childhood
and how this can influence your parenting. Some interesting and thought-provoking sections.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘Absolutely love this! I’ve read multiple parenting books as a daddy blogger and this is BY FAR one of my
favourites!’ Amazon Reviewer ‘A must read for all parents! Absolutely loving this book. Joanna has a no frills,
relaxed attitude towards parenting and brings fun into it. She made me realise that we don't need to question
ourselves as much as we do.' Amazon Reviewer ‘It’s expert advice but advice that’s accessible and smart and
actually kind of fun. All the exercises are easily implemented and kids respond to them immediately. A parenting
book can seem like “work” after a long day, but this book is well broken down so that whatever crisis you’re dealing
with today you can jump straight to the few pages (and solutions) about that issue.’ Amazon Reviewer ‘Simple and
effective. Totally love this book, such simple creative and inspiring ideas on how to just come back to your kids in
this crazy busy world we live in. Fabulous chapter on relationships covering how to stay connected to your partner
which I feel gets left out from other books I’ve read.' Amazon Reviewer ‘A gentle and kind book...Certainly think it
can help parents that feel they can’t find their own way back.’ Goodreads Reviewer
What If You Could Spy Like a Narwhal!? Sep 30 2019 If you could have any animal's superpower, whose would you
choose? What if you woke up one morning, and you suddenly had the superpower of an unusual animal? If you
could fly like a colugo, taking out the trash would be a breeze. If you could shock like an electric eel, you'd never
worry about the power going out during a storm! And if you could spy like a narwhal, you'd never lose a game of
hide-and-seek. With zany illustrations and amazing true facts, What If You Could Spy like a Narwhal!? continues a
new series from bestselling creators Sandra Markle and Howard McWilliam. The What If You Could...? books have
all the appeal of the What If You Had...? titles, but focus on animal superpowers and feature a fresh design.
I Have a Story to Tell You Jun 19 2021 I Have a Story to Tell You is about Eastern European Jewish immigrants
living in Montreal, Toronto, and Winnipeg in the early twentieth century. The stories encompass their travels and
travails on leaving home and their struggles in the sweatshops and factories of the garment industry in Canada.
Basing her work on extensive interviews, Seemah Berson recreates these immigrants’ stories about their lives in the
Old Country and the hardship of finding work in Canada, and she tells how many of these newcomers ended up in
the needle trades. Revealing a fervent sense of socialist ideology acquired in the crucible of the Russian Revolution,
the stories tell of the influence of Jewish culture and traditions, of personal–and organized–fights against
exploitation, and of struggles to establish unions for better working conditions. This book is a wonderful resource for
teachers of Canadian, Jewish, and social history, as well as auto/biography and cultural studies. The simplicity of the
language, transcribed from oral reports, makes this work accessible to anyone who enjoys a good story.
You Had Me at Woof Dec 02 2019 Look out for Julie's new book, The Almost Legendary Morris Sisters. The
hilarious and heartfelt chronicle of a woman learning the secrets of love, health, and happiness from some very
surprising teachers: her dogs. Julie Klam was thirty, single, and working as a part-time clerk in an insurance
company, wondering if she would ever meet the man she could spend the rest of her life with. And then it happened.
She met the irresistible Otto, her first in a long line of Boston terriers, and fell instantly in love. You Had Me at
Woof is the often hilarious and always sincere story of how one woman discovered life's most important lessons
from her relationships with her canine companions. From Otto, Julie realized what it might feel like to find "the
one." She learned to share her home, her heart, and her limited resources with another, and she found an authentic
friend in the process. But that was just the beginning. Over the years her brood has grown to one husband, one
daughter, and several Boston terriers. And although she had much to learn about how to care for them-walks at 2
a.m., vet visits, behavior problems-she was surprised and delighted to find that her dogs had more wisdom to convey
to her than she had ever dreamed. And caring for them has made her a better person-and completely and utterly
opened her heart. Riotously funny and unexpectedly poignant, You Had Me at Woof recounts the hidden surprises,
pleasures, and revelations of letting any mutt, beagle, terrier, or bulldog go charging through your world. Watch a
Video
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